Research at the intersection of computer vision and neuroscience has revealed 17 hierarchical correspondence between layers of deep convolutional neural networks 18 (DCNNs) and cascade of regions along human ventral visual cortex. Recently, studies 19 have uncovered emergence of human interpretable concepts within DCNNs layers 20 trained to identify visual objects and scenes. Here, we asked whether an artificial neural 21 network (with convolutional structure) trained for visual categorization would 22 33 34 Keywords: central peripheral biases; deep convolutional neural networks; 35 representational similarity analysis; fMRI; topographical maps 36 157
demonstrate spatial correspondences with human brain regions showing 23 central/peripheral biases. Using representational similarity analysis, we compared 24 activations of convolutional layers of a DCNN trained for object and scene 25 categorization with neural representations in human brain visual regions. Results reveal 26 a brain-like topographical organization in the layers of the DCNN, such that activations 27 of layer-units with central-bias were associated with brain regions with foveal tendencies 28 (e.g. fusiform gyrus), and activations of layer-units with selectivity for image 29 backgrounds were associated with cortical regions showing peripheral preference (e.g. 30 parahippocampal cortex). The emergence of a categorical topographical 31 correspondence between DCNNs and brain regions suggests these models are a good 32 approximation of the perceptual representation generated by biological neural networks.
Introduction 37 Cortical regions along the ventral visual stream of the human brain (extending from 38 occipital to temporal lobe) have been shown to preferentially activate to specific image 39 2 categories 1 . For instance, while the fusiform gyrus shows specialization for faces 2 , the 40 parahippocampal cortex (PHC) is more selective to spatial layout, places 3,4 and large-41 size objects 5,6 . In characterizing the functional properties of these regions, Levy and 42 colleagues (2001) discovered distinct topographical response patterns, such that face 43 selective regions of the fusiform gyrus showed a strong preference for central visual 44 field, while the building selective regions of PHC exhibited a peripheral selectivity bias to 45 images of scene and large spaces 7 . Thus, while these regions show categorical 46 selectivity to scenes or faces, their response patterns are strongest when their preferred 47 category is presented in a topographically favorable location in the visual field. More 48 specifically, the face selective voxels in the fusiform gyrus have a stronger response 49 when faces are presented centrally; whereas scene-selective voxels show stronger 50 activity to space features in the periphery 7-13 . 51 52 These topographical preferences raise questions regarding the origin of this functional 53 organizing principles: does the way we look at faces and scenes in our natural visual 54 world account for this bias? We most often fixate on faces bringing face-related 55 information into our central, high acuity fovea to extract subtle visual features like facial 56 expressions [14] [15] [16] . Places, on the other hand, are used for navigation, extending all 57 around the visual field, thus we more readily perceive them with the peripheral visual 58 information 10-13 .
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Recently, a class of computational models, termed deep convolutional neural networks 61 (DCNNs), inspired by the hierarchical architectures of ventral visual streams 62 demonstrated striking similarities with the cascade of processing stages in the human 63 visual system 17-25 . In particular, it has been shown that internal representations of these 64 models are hierarchically similar to neural representations in early visual cortex 26 , mid-65 level (area v4), and high-level (area IT) cortical regions along ventral stream 23,27 in 66 primates and to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 67 magnetoencephalography measurements in humans 19, 22 . Recent efforts to look into the 68 features learned by the artificial units of DCNNs have revealed the emergence of 69 human interpretable concepts 28,29 . For example, Bau et al. (2017) showed while units in 70 the earlier layers of the network learn patterns of edges, curves and texture, depending 71 on the categorization task (e.g. object or scene categorization), units in the subsequent 72 layers show selectivity to shapes and object parts or whole objects and spatial layout 73 patterns that differentiate scenes 28 . Furthermore, they discovered that the networks 74 trained on scene or object categorizations spontaneously learned concepts like face, 75 people or body parts, that they never were trained on them explicitly. This work points to 76 DCNNs as a useful model of the human visual system and motivates broader 77 examination of the correspondence between human brain and layered-models. 78 79 3 These similarities motivated increasing applications of these models in hypothesis-80 testing of brain computations in vision 24,30-33 . In the current study, we asked whether 81 these simplified artificial networks might show a topographical organization similar to 82 human visual system raised from the statistics of our natural visual world. To test this Figure 1A ) with high performance in categorizing 97 scene and object images 34 . The network architecture consists of five convolutional 98 layers followed by three fully connected layers (see Figure 1A ). The model, termed Spearman's rho correlations resulting in 2D correlation maps as illustrated in Figure 2 . 189 We call these brain-DCNN maps topographical correlation maps. The fMRI data of this study has been published previousely 37 . Here, we briefly describe 285 the necessary information related to experiment design and data acquisition and 
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